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Quantum Algorithms for 
High-Energy Physics
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Robust and predictive mathematical framework 
describing all known elementary particles and their 
(non-gravitational) interactions

Matter particles: three families of quarks and leptons

Force mediators: photon (QED), gluon (strong 
interaction), W & Z bosons (electroweak force)

The Higgs field and its excitation, the Higgs boson: a 
completely new fundamental particle & interaction!

Discovered in 2012, now under intense 
scrutiny at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN

The Standard Model describes an incredibly wealth of measurements with 
astonishing precision: a major triumph of modern science

The Standard Model: a Success Story
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The Standard Model: not the Full Story!

Violation of lepton flavour universality? 

e.g. Planck scale

Innumerable extensions of the SM have been proposed. None of them has been validated
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Two main complementary strategies are being pursued to identify the next layer of 
Nature via a broad portfolio of experiments and theoretical investigations

Direct searches for new heavy or light particles

Towards a New Standard Model

 Indirect searches through precision measurements

How can quantum science & algorithms & technologies assist HEP in this quest?
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High-energy physics is of course nothing but “applied” Quantum Field Theory, hence 
intrinsically quantum in nature. What do we mean with “Quantum meets HEP” then?

Quantum Info & Tech meet HEP

Can ideas born of quantum information help to make HEP analyses 
better & more sensitive? 
Can these ideas provide new insights to guide e.g. model 
building, BSM, searches for possible new heavy or light particles? 

Can techniques born of quantum information & computing make 
some HEP problems more efficient computationally? Or 
eventually solve problems which are classically intractable?

Note that the two questions may be 
answered independently!



Rethinking the Role of 
Symmetry Principles
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The particle (matter) content: three generations of quarks and leptons 

The gauge (local) symmetries and their eventual breaking mechanisms

Lorentz invariance and other global symmetries

Linearly realised SU(2)L electroweak symmetry breaking

Requiring renormalizability: predictions need to be valid up to arbitrarily high scales
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The Standard Model from the Bottom-Up
The Standard Model is fully determined by the following ingredients

ℒSM = ∑
i

ci𝒪(d=4)
i

All possible operators of mass-
dimension <=4 consistent with 

above requirements

dimensionless 
couplings

[Fμν] = 2 , [ψ] = 3/2 , [y] = 0 , [ϕ] = 1 . . .

extremely predictive and 
constrained framework
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The Standard Model from the Bottom-Up
The Standard Model is fully determined by the following ingredients

ℒSM = ∑
i

ci𝒪(d=4)
i

All possible operators of mass-
dimension <=4 consistent with 

above requirements

dimensionless 
couplings

[Fμν] = 2 , [ψ] = 3/2 , [y] = 0 , [ϕ] = 1 . . .

extremely predictive and 
constrained framework

Can we find an alternative 
derivation of the SM bypassing the 

gauge symmetry requirement?
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Maximal Entanglement as a Guiding Principle
Consider 2=>2 scattering processes involving massless fermions and photons. Quantify the 
entanglement involved in their helicities and polarisations (respectively) using the concurrence metric

Impose maximal entanglement principle: the laws of Nature generate maximal entanglement (Δ=1) even 
when initial state is unentangled

 Put aside gauge invariance: assume that the QED vertex is expressed in terms of general matrices. Can 
MaxEnt constrain them?

eγμ → eGμ

eGμ eGμ

not gauge invariant
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Maximal Entanglement as a Guiding Principle
Global analysis of QED scattering process: to which extent are the QED interactions constrained if we 
impose the maximal entanglement principle? 

The gauge-invariant QED vertex is recovered up to a sign!  Deep connection between quantum-theoretic 
ideas and gauge symmetry principles



Quantum-Theoretic 
Probes of New Physics
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extremely predictive and 
constrained framework

The particle (matter) content: three generations of quarks and leptons 

The gauge (local) symmetries and their eventual breaking mechanisms

Lorentz invariance and other global symmetries

Linearly realised SU(2)L electroweak symmetry breaking

Requiring renormalizability: predictions need to be valid up to arbitrarily high scales
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The Standard Model from the Bottom-Up
The Standard Model is fully determined by the following ingredients

ℒSM = ∑
i

ci𝒪(d=4)
i

All possible operators of mass-
dimension <=4 consistent with 

above requirements

dimensionless 
couplings

[Fμν] = 2 , [ψ] = 3/2 , [y] = 0 , [ϕ] = 1 . . .

how essential is this condition?

extremely predictive and 
constrained framework
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Effective vs Fundamental QFTs

Muon decay in the SM

Mediated by ``heavy’’ W-boson, mW = 80 GeV

Involves dimension-4 interactions with dimensionless couplings

ℒSM ⊃ gψ̄ℓγμWμψν

For a sensible QFT, must its predictions be valid to arbitrarily high scales? No!

Muon decay in Fermi Theory

No explicit force mediator 

dimension-6 interactions with dimensionfull couplings

ℒEFT ⊃ GFψ̄ℓψνψ̄ℓ′ 
ψν′ 

GF = 1.2 × 10−5 GeV−2

mμ ≪ mW
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Effective vs Fundamental QFTs

Muon decay in the SM

ℒSM ⊃ gψ̄ℓγμWμψν

For a sensible QFT, must its predictions be valid to arbitrarily high scales? No!

Muon decay in Fermi Theory

ℒEFT ⊃ GFψ̄ℓψνψ̄ℓ′ 
ψν′ 

The SM and its low-energy EFT result in identical predictions 
for energies well below the W mass

knowledge of SM Lagrangian 
irrelevant to precisely compute 

muon lifetime



The particle (matter) content: three generations of quarks and leptons 

The gauge (local) symmetries and their eventual breaking mechanisms

Lorentz invariance and other global symmetries

Linearly realised SU(2)L electroweak symmetry breaking

Predictions valid only up to a cutoff scale Λ, above which a new fundamental UV-completion takes over

The Standard Model EFT is fully determined by the following ingredients:
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Requiring the SM to be prediction up the Plank scale is not a necessary 
condition to describe physics at the scales accessible by experiments!

ℒSM → ℒSMEFT = ℒSM +
∞

∑
d=5

Nd

∑
i=1

c(d)
i

𝒪(d)
i

Λd−4

cutoff scale

Wilson coefficients higher-dimensional operators built upon SM 
fields & satisfying all its symmetries

well-defined 
power counting

The (New) Standard Model from the Bottom-Up

when cutoff >> accessible energy scales: recover SM



Global SMEFT analyses: state-of-the-art

EFT fits include data on top quark, Higgs, and gauge boson production, both inclusive and differential 
measurements & the constraints from LEP EWPOs

J. Ethier, G. Magni, F. Maltoni, L. Mantani, E. R. Nocera, JR, 
E. Slade, E. Vryonidou, C. Zhang, JHEP 2021

Global search for new fundamental interactions: quantum imprints of unobserved particles



New physics searches via entanglement
 Electroweak boson pair production is sensitive to new interactions. Higher-dimensional EFT operators in 
particular modify the possible helicity patterns and hence the generation of entanglement

Entanglement patterns quantified by concurrence

Lower and upper bounds on the 
concurrence can be derived, different 
in SM and in SMEFT

quantum-theoretic ideas used to derive 
optimised observables for SMEFT searches



New physics searches via entanglement

Entanglement patterns in HEP 
processes sensitive to New Physics, 
potentially improving the reach of 
``traditional’’ observables



Proton Structure with 
Quantum Algorithms
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Why Proton Structure?

Knowledge of proton structure crucial for collider physics, astroparticle physics, nuclear physics 



Why Proton Structure?

credit: visualising the proton, Arts at MIT (https://arts.mit.edu/visualizing-the-proton/)

Bjorken-x: fraction of the proton energy carried by a quark or gluon

Novel phenomena within the SM accessible through 
mapping proton substructure



Fitting Parton Distributions



Fitting Parton Distributions
``Classical’’ option: parametrise PDFs with deep 

learning models trained to the data

(Machine Learning & AI techniques ubiquitous in HEP…)



Fitting Parton Distributions
``Classical’’ option: parametrise PDFs with deep 

learning models trained to the data

``Quantum’’ option: parametrise PDFs with variational 
quantum circuits trained to the data

Constrain the quantum nature of the proton 
using quantum software and hardware!



Evaluating Parton Distributions
Were we able to solve Quantum Chromodynamics in its non-perturbative, strong 

coupling limit, we could compute PDFs from first principles 

a lot of recent progress in 
lattice QCD calculations!

quark PDF
proton wave 

function
quark field

Can we use quantum information & computing ideas to enhance these first-principle QCD calculations? 



Evaluating Parton Distributions

Quantum algorithm can perform a quantum simulation of 
partonic correlators entering PDF calculations. 

 Can be implementated using quantum gates that are 
accessible within actual quantum technologies (cold 
atoms setups, trapped ions, superconducting circuits).

 Eventually complement (or replace?) existing first-
principle (classical) lattice QCD calculations?



Yet More Quantum 
Algorithms for HEP
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.03236.pdf



Quantum Computing for HEP
Theory Phenomenology & Experiment

problem approach QAlg problem approach QAlg

To be relevant for HEP, quantum algorithms should (eventually) outperform 
classical algorithms (including ML/AI/HPC) for the same task



Quantum Simulations of Quantum Collisions
Key to all HEP studies are Monte Carlo event generators which simulate particle collisions 

Parton shower and hadronisation are intrinsically quantum, but in 
most MCs are treated in the semi-classical approximation

Quantum computers have the potential to more accurate and higher 
performance MC generators

Can we use quantum computing to realise 
improved event generators for HEP?



Quantum Simulations of Quantum Collisions
In parton showers, one has to determine when a quark or gluon should radiate more partons

quantum circuit implementing 
emission procedure

Several proof-of-concept studies of quantum 
parton showers & MC generators, still far from 

full-fledged implementation



Quantum Simulations of Quantum Collisions

quantum circuit implementing 
veto procedure

QAlgs also relevant for SMEFT studies, 
anomaly detection, neutrino physics, … - an 

ever growing list of exiting applications!
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Quantum Algorithms for HEP

 Ideas and techniques from quantum algorithms & information & computing exhibit ample potential for 
breakthroughs in HEP, from theory to phenomenology and experiment

 Case studies highlighted here: new insights for model-building, searches for quantum imprints of heavy 

particles using EFTs, proton structure, Monte Carlo event generators, ….. 

 Main challenge is to identify relevant projects where Qalgs can make a real difference as compare to 

``classical’’ methods (including ML/AI/HPC): exploit unique quantum advantages

 This requires dedicated person-power to kick-start joint projects between HEP and Qalg groups. Getting 

funding for this from HEP side is challenging, more Qalg side seems more promising

 Ideas and suggestions to move forwards welcome!


